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l.In this paper we are going to discuss some special cases of a 

gene?aI problem which might be considered as being on the one hand a 

generalisation of the problem raised and solved by the well-known theorem of 

Turan, on the other hand as the well known problem of the Ramsey-numbers. 

Before going to explain this in details, we give the notations we 

shall use: 

G(n) is a graph with n vertices 

GCn;e) is a graph with n vertices and e edges 

e(G) denotes the number of edges of G 

6 is the complementary graph of G 

K(u) is the complete graph with v vertices 

H( n; k,C) is the class of G(n) graphs, where G(n) contains no 

K(k) and &t-t) contains no K(C) 

H(n; k) is the class of G(n) graphs, where G(n) contains no K(k) 
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G a H(n; k,ll 

ecq if H(n;k,t) # @ 

fin; k,C) d=ef 

0 if !-I(n;k,&) = # 

f(n;k) ttf max e(G) 
GeH(n;k) 

G(r,, .., , xk) denotes the subgraph of G spanned by the vertices 

The well-known, special form of Ramsey’ s theorem [.5] asserts 

that for any k,e there exists a NCk,C) such that if n > N(k,t) then 

H(n; k,t) = $6. 

The well-known theorem of Turdn [6] gives the exact value of 

f(n;k) namely that 

f(n;k) = $. E C n2- r2)+(ij where n I r mod(k-1) OCr-ck-i. 

The only “extreme graph” in H(n ; k) with e = f(n ; k) is the 

complete k-i chromatic graph in each class having [$--I resp. [fi] +I 

vertices. It is worthy of note that for this graph G(n) contains a rather 

“large“ complete graph (with [&] vertices), 

Now the general problem is to determine f ( n ; k ,e) . 

In the special - extremal-case when 4 = ntl (i.e. if there is no 

condition on the complementary graph), f (h; k ,<I = {(n 5 k) is determined 

by Turan’ s theorem. 

In the other special case, when k and P are fixed and n is large 

enough, f(n; k,C) = 0 by Ramsey’ s theorem. The exact determination of 

ftn, k,t) is probably hopeless, since this would imply the determination of 

the Ramsey-numbers. But one might expect - having in mind the remark in 

connection with Turbn’ s theorem, - that f ( h; k,t) is essentially smaller, 

than f( n; k) when 4 is supposed to be much smaller than [&] . 
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It is easy to show that for every c .C 1 

(1) f(tl;k,C .&) 4 grc) -$++- n2 

with g(c)< 4 ) but we cannot determine the exact value of gtc) . We do not 

prove (1) in this paper, but hope to return to it, and to other related questions, 

at another occasion. 

2.In this paper we first investigate the case when k is fixed and 

L = 0Cnl . 

Trivally f(n;3,d)c_ $-* since if G contains no triangle and has 

a vertex of valency v, the v vertices joined to this vertex must be independent, 

Therefore f(n;3,&) = o(n’> if 4 = o(n). 

For the general case we prove 

THEORBM 1. If 4 = o(n) then 

(4) f(n;2r+l,l) = +(i-+‘)n2(4+O(l)l I 

REMARK: 

We cannot settle the case k = 4, Perhaps 

(3) f(n;4,t) = otn21 

if e = o(n). We only get crude upper bounds for f(n; 4,1) 

If (3) holds, we can deduce for each fixed r and e = o(n) 

(4) f(n; 2r+2,1) = $4 - $5 n2( i+of{)). 

Now we prove Theorem 1. First we prove it if r = 2, i.e. we prove 

that if 4 = o(n) then 

nl 
*In some cases f(n j3,t) = 2 . See El1 , 121. 
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(5) f (ni 5,4) = tr+~ccO$ . 

First we show that for sufficiently large n 

(6) 
1 t-i2 

f(n; 5, cn2 Log2n ) > 4 , 

It is well known [3] that there is a G(m) which contains no triangle 

and for which km) contains no K(C ~rn’~ Log2 m 1) . 

Let G,([ f 1) and G,([ y 3) be two such graphs which do not 

have a common vertex. Join every vertex of G, to all the vertices of G2, 

The resulting graph clearly proves (6). 

To complete the proof of (5) we have to show that if n 7 n,(L) 

and G(n;[$- Cl+ &I]) does not contain a KC51 then e contains a K(Lc,nl) 

where cE depends only on E . 

First we show the following 

LEMMA. Let O-C&<+ and G(n; Cocn2(l+&)~) be any graph. Then 

there is a subgraph G(m), rn>~&,~ n each vertex of which has in G(m> 

valency greater than 2 u m (I + f’- 

Let us assume that our Lemma is false. Then we can write the 

vertices in a sequence X, ,.*., ?c, so that for every k< (l-c)n the valency 

of Yk in GO.k,...,enI is less than PaIn-k)(l+ $1. But then 

4 ctn’(l+ $p 2.g 

which is an evident contradiction if c c G . 

Now we use the Lemma with o( = +. Let G(m), m P cn 
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beasubgraphofour G(n;[$llc~)] each vertex of which has valency 

Let G(&,,z~,x~) be a triangle of our G(m) (clearly every edge 

of G(m) is contained in a triangle). Let yz ,..., grnd3 be the other vertices of 

our G(m). Each vertex of G(m) has valency at least y1+q 1, hence more 

thansm edgesoftype CZ;,Yj) le_l~_S, Irjcrn-3 areinour G(m). 

Thus more than z 9;‘s are joined to the same two “i’ s say X, 

and xp. If these yi’s are independent we have found an K(CcnJ) in c(m), 

If Yr and Y5 are joined, then G(JL, ,x2, qr, yS) is a K(4) in our 

G(m). Henceforth we can thus assume that G(m) contains a K(4). 

Let CCZ,, z2,z3,z4) be a K(4) of our G(m) and o, ,..., urna4 

are the other vertices of it. At least 2m(lt +)t o(i) edges of the form 

(z;,uj) belong to G(m) (Ii irc.4, I=js m-4). Thus by a simple computation 

there are at least s vertices wj which are joined to the same three zc s. 

These “j ’ s must be independent since otherwise G(m) contains a K(5) and 

this completes the proof of (5). 

(7) 

Now we prove (2) for general r. First we show 

f(n; 2r+i,e) > +-(1-$)n2 

The proof follows the proof of (6). 

Let G;; jc_iSr begraphsof [F] vertices (with disjoint set of 

vertices) which contains no triangle, and where G; contains nu 

K(C CtP tog nS) . 

Join every vertex of G; to every vertex of Gj for eyery 1 C- i <j 5 r. 

The resulting graph proves (7). 

To complete the proof of (2), assume that it holds for 2r-1 and we 

prove it for 2r+l W Thus we have to prove that every 
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G(n; [+(I-$+E)~~]) 

either contains a K(2r+l) or g contains a K(Ccn3) where c depends only on 

e and r . The proof will be very similar to that of (5). First of all, from our 

Lemma we obtain that we can assume that our G(n) contains a subgraph G(m) 

with m>c, rn each vertex of which has the valency 

Clearly for this G(m) 

7 M (1 - + + %) 

e (GcmTl ’ ++*+l2. 

Hence by our induction hypothesis we can assume that our G(m) 

contains a K(Zr-I) whose vertices are x, , . . . . xIr-, . 

Denote by Y, j-I7 Y,,,-~~+~ the other vertices of G(m). At least 

(2r-l)(l- ++ +> m+OCl) 7 C2r-3)mt $ 

edges Of tYp ILiT Yj), 1+i52r-4, lSj5m-2rcl belOng t0 G(m). 

Thus as in the proof of (5) we obtain that there are at least c? m 

Cc, = c,(r)) vertices of G(m) which are joined to the same 2r-2 L: s, 

since all these vertices cannot be independent, two of them must be joined, 

thus our G(m) contains a K(2r). 

Let now z,,...,zzr be the vertices of this KC2r1 and let 

mjl”‘) Wm+2r bethe,.Wher vertices of G(m). At least 

2r(l-f-$)m+OCl) = 12r-2)m+~rm+-0~1) 

of the edges [Zi,Uj) r izi~_2r, Isj%m-2r belongs to our Glm). Hence by 

the same argument as used in the proof of (5) at least c=,~ m vertices H/i are 

joined to the same Zr-I 2~‘s. If two of these 2~‘s are joined, G(m) contains 

a K(Pr+lI, if no two of them are joined, G(m) contains a K([c~,~ ml) 

and Since m s c, n the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 

3.We remark that (6) is nearly best possible. In fact we prove 
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for every c and & if n> nD(C,c). 

Let G( h ; [‘$-(I ct) n2]) be any graph for which g does not 

contain a K(I:cn”2]). We will show that it must contain a K(5). First of all, 

observe that by our Lemma it must contain a subgraph G(m), m P ccn each 

vertex of which has valency > +(I++) m and therefore 

(9) e (G(m)) ’ $Il+$12. 

Secondly observe that 

(10) fh;4,cn% = o(n9: 

Namely if (10) would be false, there would exist a G ( n i C 6 ri2 3 1 

which contains no K(4) and G contains no K (C c:n 4/2 3). G clearly contains a 

vertex of valency [ 26n-j i.e. G has a vertex Y which is joined to y,, .,. , 9 5 , 

skC2dnl. 

By a result of Graver and Jackel [4] G( y,,... ,q,) must either 

contain a triangle or c7(y,,...,ys) contains a K(Cc,n’jz]). Both assumptions 

clearly lead to a contradiction. Thus (10) is proved. 

(9) and (10) clearly imply that G(m) contains a K(4) with vertices 

(x,, r2, r3,x,,). Since each of the q’s (11i.54) have valency > +(!+$I m, 

there clearly are c E. m > c, t n vertices y,,... , ye (t rc,&m) which 

are joined to the same two r: s say to 2, and s2. GCq 
1 

,..., yL) cannot con- 

tain a K(Cc%]) thus by [4] G~y~,...,y~) contains a triangle, say 

G(y,, y2,y3) but then G(L,,Y~, y,,y2,y3) is a K(5) of our G(n), which 

completes the proof of (8). 
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Per haps 

is true, but we could not prove it. 

4.As to the case k =2r, we prove that assuming +Tn;le,t) = oCn2> 

for & =0(n) we have for every fixed r 

f(n; !2r+2,!., = ~(l-$)nz~l+Oo) 

For the sake of simplicity we only prove (11) for r = 2 . 

The proof of the general case is the same, only slightly more com- 

plicated . 

f(n;6,C) s G is trivial, (it foll0Ws from f CrI; 5 ,t) > $ 

Thus to prove (11) for r=2 we only have to show that for every ~75 there is a 

G,>O so that for every G(n;[$(1+&>]) which contains no KC61 E contains 

a K(Cc,n]) (we of course assume f(n;4,t) = o(n2)). 

From Lemma it follows that our G(n) has a subgraph G(m) with 

m z c,n so that every vertex of G(m) has in G(m) valency greater than 

+( I+$)m. Let Y be anyvertexof G(m), denote by SC u) the set of vertices 

of G(m) joined to J(. 

We evidently have 

Put 

M = may 1 S(r) n S(y)) 

where the maximum is taken over every two vertices Y and y of G(m) which 

are joined. By (12) we have M 1 T . 
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Assume that for +, and k2 we have 1 S(s,) n S(w,)J = M 

and let y,,...,yH be the vertices of G(m) joined to both ?c, and !6?. Our 

assumption f ( M ; 4, C) = o( M2) clearly implies 

(13) e(G(z,,..., zMn = o(M’) . 

To see (13), observe that G(r,,-.., z,,,) cannot contain a K(4) 

thus if (13) would not hold, then c( z, ,...,z,.,) would contain a K(LcLm3), 

which is impossible. 

From (13) it immediately follows that for all but o(m) = oCM) 

vertices the valency (in G ( z , , . . . , I~)) is o(M). Hence there is a subgraph 

Gk,,..., zN) of GCz,,..., z,.,,) with N ‘k (l+o(ll)M each vertex of which 

(in G.z, ,“‘) zu 1) has valency o( N 1 . Since N > y we can assume that the 

vertices z,,.*.,zN are not all independent, without loss of generality we can 

assume that z, and z2 are joined. 

Now we prove 

I SCZ,) n SCr,) \ 5 M 

and this contradiction will prove our assertion. 

Let g,,..., gs be the vertices of our G(m) different from 

Zl,...,ZN. Clearly both z, and z2 are joined to at least a (1 + $)m + o(m) 

of the y ;) s. Thus we evidently have 

1 S(z,) n SCZ,)) > mClC+ $1 - s +0(m) = M + % m + o(m) . 

This contradiction completes the proof of (11). 

Incidentally it is easy to see that if f ( n ; 4, L) # oCn2> then 

f(n;6,t) > g (I + &) for infinitely many n and 4 = o (n1 . 

To see this let G, and G, both have II vertices, every vertex of G, 

is joined to every vertexofGL, G, contains no triangles, G, no K(4), G, has 

more than E n2 edges and both E, and G2 do not contain a K(l). 
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